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 by Public Domain   

BIX Jazzclub 

"Pulsating Rhythms"

Opened in 2006, BIX Jazzclub reverberates with the swinging sounds of

jazz. The club encourages jazz music in every form and from everywhere.

There are live music shows and performances by jazz musicians here,

besides other events to look forward to regularly.

 +49 711 2384 0997  www.bix-stuttgart.de  info@bix-stuttgart.de  Leonhardsplatz 28,

Stoccarda

 by crsan   

Schocken 

"Night Out"

Club Schocken, located in the center of Stuttgart, is a hot spot for nightlife

lovers. The club organizes different events and also plays host to social

gatherings all year round. It also provides a stage for DJs and live bands.

 +49 711 284 6122  Hirschstrasse 36, Stoccarda

 by Bob Doran   

Kiste- Livemusik, Jazzclub und Bar 

"Jazz in the City"

In the heart of Stuttgart lies Kiste, the premier jazz club in the city.

Translating as 'crate', Kiste is really a place that nurtures and gives

prominence to the budding 'jazzists' from Stuttgart as well as other

neighboring areas. The interiors are that of any typical jazz club- the

lighting is dim; the atmosphere casual and laid-back; and there is a live

band playing either their original tracks or classics by such legends as

Dean Martin, Ella Fitzgerald or Etta James. If you are into the smooth

honey-dripping music of this originally American art form, then do visit

Kiste, because it will also give you the opportunity to discover Stuttgart's

mostly unknown, yet vibrant and alive, jazz scene. Please see the website

for details on upcoming shows and other information.

 +49 711 553 2805  www.kiste-stuttgart.de/  info@kiste-stuttgart.de  Hauptstätter Strasse 35,

Stoccarda
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Lehmann Club 

"The Party Hub"

One place which promises a perfect clubbing experience is the Lehmann

Club. Located along the Seidenstrasse in Stuttgart-Mitte, cultural

celebrations like Christmas parties and other such theme nights are a

regular feature at the club. Also, live shows, especially music concerts,

regularly rule the event calendar at this club. Entertainment to its fullest is

offered by this extremely popular event venue.

 +49 711 806 0910  www.lehmannclub.de/  lehmann@lehmannclub.de  Seidenstrasse 20, Stoccarda
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LKA - Longhorn 

"Large Bar with Live Music"

Translated from German, the "LKA" in the name of this establishment

means Longhorn Cultural Exchange. Originally opened in 1984 as a

country and western bar, the place was usually packed with Americans.

After the withdraw of US military forces during the 1990s, however, the

concept had to be changed and the cultural exchange was born. It is now

a disco and concert hall with a mixed program. Amateur nights devoted to

promoting local talent, classic oldies night with music from the 70s and

80s and grunge, alternative, industrial and freestyle nights fill the

calendar almost every night of the week.

 +49 611 409 8290  www.lka-longhorn.de/  info@lka-longhorn.de  Heiligenwiesen 6, Stoccarda
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